
IoT integration
Accept customer 
consent from 
ATMs, Lobby manager 
handheld devices.

Data Protection 
Officer reports
New reporting and 
data visualization  
representations 
to the DPO

Customer data 
dashboard
Enrich customer experience 
by proactively providing a 
customerself service 
dashboard which can:
 Track the usage of his data, 
 Block companies selectively
   from using his data
 Easy opt-in/opt-out options 
   on the dashboard

GDPR IMPLEMENTATION SUPPORT OFFERINGS

Data monetization
 API framework
 Payment solutions

Big data solution
 Storage of data at  
 individual level-data  
 object’s personal  
 choices
 Data management
 Track opt- in, opt-out  
 and data erasure  
 requests

Data analytics 
 For better customer  
 segmentation
 For a better customer  
 view of usage of his  
 personal data
 Predictive analytics 
 on data leaks

Micro services
 Build middle ware  
 integration 
 Build rule engines 
 for exposing data

How Mindtree can support you being GDPR Compliant? 

GDPR Assessment  
Are you GDPR ready?
Mindtree’s Data & Security management solutions 
for GDPR Compliance

What is GDPR?
The GDPR is a new regulation seeking to unify data protection across the EU. It incorporates significant and new 
requirements for governing data and how it is used, collected, retained and shared. The will apply to all data controllers 
and data processors in the EU. The new data protection law would apply to the data processed by an organization 
situated within the EU. Additionally, the Regulation will have an extra-territorial effect. 

The European Commission (EC) will enforce the GDPR as of May 2018, centralizing all existing regulations and updating these for the 
digital age. This will cause significant disruption to how organizations process personal data.

Objectives of GDPR
 Increase protections for 
 personal data
 Set strict penalties for non-compliance
 Extend regulatory powers beyond EU borders

Big penalties for non-compliance
 If There is a Data Breach: Maximum Fine 4% Global Turnover or 
 €20,000,000 (whichever is higher).
 Deadline to tell Authorities: 72 Hours. Deadline to tell users: “without 
 undue delay.”



Why choose Mindtree? 

Business alignment 
with GDPR

Customer retention 
& loyalty

Adequate controls on 
data access & minimized 

security incidents

Early identification & reporting 
of instances of data breach hence 

reducing impact

Digital partner of choice 
for large enterprises 

Continuous investment 
in innovation

Position ourselves as 
Challenger Partner 

Expertise in data analytics 
and security services 

Lean portfolio management 
for enterprise applications

Multi-lingual, multi-regional 
program management

Standardization 
with every enterprise to have similar 

processing of customer data

Benefits of ensuring GDPR Compliant? 

Protect enterprise 
reputation

Accurate customer data 
stored in DB & distributed 

systems

Mandated customer consent 
for all data processing 

activities

ABOUT MINDTREE

Mindtree [NSE: MINDTREE] delivers digital transformation and technology services from ideation to execution, enabling Global 2000 clients 
to outperform the competition. “Born digital,” Mindtree takes an agile, collaborative approach to creating customized solutions across the 
digital value chain. At the same time, our deep expertise in infrastructure and applications management helps optimize your IT into a strategic 
asset. Whether you need to differentiate your company, reinvent  business functions or accelerate revenue growth, we can get you there. Visit 
www.mindtree.com to learn more.

Contact: 
If you are interested in Mindtree’s data and security service offerings, do not hesitate to send an 
email to: info@mindtree.com

Exhaustive expertise in GRC which enables our customers to implement all complex regulations like Dodd Frank Act-Title VII, EMIR, 
FinFrag, FATCA, MiFID II, CCAR, PSD2 seamlessly and well before the deadline.


